Abstract-Understanding how we perceive differences in material compliance, or 'softness,' is a central topic in the field of haptics. The intrinsic elasticity of an object is the primary factor thought to influence our perceptual estimates. Therefore, most studies test and report the elasticity of their stimuli, typically as stiffness or modulus. However, many reported estimates are of very high magnitude for silicone-elastomers, which may be due to artifacts in characterization technique. This makes it very difficult to compare the perceptual results between the studies. The work herein defines a standardized and easy-to-implement way to characterize test stimuli. The procedure involves the unconstrained, uniaxial compression of a plate into cylindrical substrates 10 mm tall by 10 mm diameter. The resultant force-displacement data are straightforwardly converted into stress-strain data, from which a modulus is readily derived. This procedure was used to re-characterize stimuli from prior studies. The revised results from the validated method herein are 200-1,100 percent lower than modulus values either reported and/or approximated from stiffness. This is practically significant when differences of 10-15 percent are perceptually discriminable. The re-characterized estimates are useful in comparing prior studies and designing new studies. Furthermore, this characterization methodology may help more readily bridge studies on perception with those designing technology.
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INTRODUCTION
T ACTILE perception is studied along a number of dimensions, including compliance, amongst others such as pressure, temperature, vibration, surface roughness, texture, slipperiness, stickiness, and geometry [1] . Our ability to differentiate compliant, or 'soft,' objects is key to interacting with and manipulating naturalistic objects. When we grasp an object, our somatosensory system transforms compliance, an intrinsic material property, into percepts of 'softness' or 'hardness.' Particular relationships at the finger pad surface between force, indentation depth, and contact area are thought to encode compliance. However, investigations into the exact, underlying mechanisms remain an active research thrust, bridging neurophysiology [2] , psychophysics [3] , skin mechanics [4] , and tactile rendering and display [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] .
In such studies, the skin surface is compressed with compliant test stimuli, usually characterized via a variety of non-standard methods. The elasticity of the stimulus is thought to most prominently influence our perceptual estimates, although factors such as viscoelastic relaxation might also play a role. Therefore, a test stimulus is typically characterized by its stiffness or modulus, which are derived from force-displacement or stress-strain data, respectively. In examining the test stimuli used in prior studies, a wide range of magnitude in modulus is encountered ð10À À2;700 kPa) with upper values exceeding 2;500 kPa [2] , [3] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . This is much stiffer than finger pad skin, which ranges from 42-130 kPa [19] , [20] . Given the variety of characterization techniques and mathematical assumptions, one could question if reported compliances are accurate and/or comparable. Obtaining comparable moduli are vital in replicating a study, in particular when compliance differences of 10-15 percent are discriminable [17] , [21] .
This work develops what might become a standard methodology to characterize the compliant test stimuli employed in haptics research. The proposed methodology takes into account the range of backgrounds of its users, including non-specialists in mechanics, who might lack specialized and expensive mechanical testing equipment. It is tied as well to existing ASTM international standards. The method is described and then employed in re-characterizing test stimuli from several prior studies. In so doing, we either obtained the original stimuli or reconstructed new stimuli using similar silicone-elastomer. By describing our test stimuli in a standardized way, we can better tie together the unique studies, and ultimately our understanding of our perception of compliance. This work first extracts and then summarizes the stiffness and/or modulus data from multiple prior works. In the case where only stiffness data are provided, an approximation is used to generate a modulus. Next, a compressive characterization method is introduced and demonstrated. It is demonstrated first with a small set of compliant stimuli where results are compared against finitie element analysis and silicone-elastomers of well-reported modulus. Finally, the silicone-elastomers of the prior works are re-characterized using this technique.
Comparison of Data in the Literature
Several prior works have studied the perception of and/ or neural responses to compliant stimuli. These studies reported stiffness and/or modulus of their test stimuli, as we summarize in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1 , stiffness values were taken directly as reported. In contrast, modulus values were not always reported. Therefore, in Fig. 2 , manuscripts which report modulus values are denoted with an asterisk. Where not reported, we generated a modulus value by dividing the reported stiffness by the cross-sectional area of the indenter tip and multiplying it by the height of the stimulus. This is an approximation used by Bergmann Tiest, Kappers (2009) and others, as one means of extrapolating a modulus from stiffness data [17] , [18] . Next, note the unique siliconeelastomer materials (Table 1 ) and characterization procedures (Table 2 ) used in prior studies. Furthermore, note that different authors report their means of mixing differently. In the case of Drewing, 2009a, the percentage values are calculated off of the total mass including diluent, rather than mass before adding diluent. Therefore, in the case of 100 grams of elastomer mixed with 50 grams of diluent one arrives at 33 percent diluent. Herein, those cases have been adjusted so that percentage values are based off the mass of the elastomer, so one arrives at 50 percent diluent.
Overview of Characterization Methodology
This work formulates and then demonstrates a method for characterizing elastic materials. The method involves unconstrained, uniaxial compression of a plate (24 mm dia) into cylindrical substrates (10 mm tall by 10 mm dia) Fig. 1 . Stiffness values reported in several prior works. A plus 'þ' sign indicates that the same stimuli were used as reported in Birznieks, 2014. A pound '#' sign indicates that the authors used two different methods to measure their stimuli stiffness, from which the modulus values were derived. Note that Drewing, 2009a refers to "Haptic, visual and visuo-haptic softness judgments for objects with deformable surfaces." Note that authors' last names represent the most senior leader of a given lab. Fig. 2 . Modulus either directly reported in, or approximated/extrapolated from the stiffness reported in, each respective paper according to the procedure in Section 2.1. A plus 'þ' sign indicates the same stimuli were used as reported in Birznieks, 2014. A pound '#' sign indicates that the authors used two different methods to measure their stimuli stiffness, from which the modulus values were derived. An asterisk 'Ã' denotes that modulus values were explicitly stated within the paper, while the moduli values for the other papers were approximated/extrapolated from stiffness measurements. Dot color is used for comparison to Fig. 8 . Gray dots indicate a stimulus of comparison to Fig. 8 , black indicates a stimulus that the authors reported but for which we did not generate a revised modulus.
and lubricated at their upper surface with mineral oil. This approach is based off of ASTM D 575-91 and ASTM D 395-17 standards, which describe test methods for rubber materials in compression [22] , [23] , [24] . Compression into the material is done at 0.5 mm/sec to a terminal force of 1 N. Resultant force-displacement data are converted to true stress-strain and then linearly fitted to generate a modulus.
The method requires the simultaneous pouring of a second sample of silicone-elastomer of a precise form factor. Finite element analysis is used to verify the method's accuracy. Using this method, we re-characterize test stimuli from the prior studies noted in Section 2.1. Furthermore, to demonstrate how particular experimental means influence modulus estimates, variations in tip diameter and substrate thickness were tested over the ranges of prior works.
Substrate Preparation
Test stimuli of silicone-elastomer were poured into the geometry of bars (32 mm length by 107 mm width by 10 mm thick). Note that the bars' dimensions are fairly arbitrary, except for the thickness dimension of 10 mm. After seven days, two smaller, 10 mm diameter cylinders were cut from each of the bar substrates, using a biopsy punch (Robbins Instruments, RBP-100, Chatham, NJ, USA). The punch was rotated slowly by hand while being pressed gradually into the material, producing a cylindrical sample. The diameter of each sample was approximately 10 mm, although subsequent measurements at the vertical center of the four substrates via calipers revealed slight variation, Table 3 . This slight variation is due to difficulty in maintaining a consistent pressure, rotational speed, and duration in pressing the punch into the material. Prior to testing, all substrates were rinsed with a standard dish soap and cool water for 30 seconds. Then, mineral oil was dabbed onto the top of each punch. For the vast majority of cases, testing was done shortly after the punch was taken, usually within the same day.
Compressive Indenter Setup
To perform the uniaxial compressiona experiments, a Newport XPS Motion Controller (Mountain View, CA, USA) was used to control a Newport ILS-100 MVTP Linear Motion Stage. Custom software was written in Python, Version 2.7 to command displacements over an Ethernet connection. Displacement was measured by built-in functionality within the motion controller. Force was measured using a 44 N load cell (Honeywell, Model 31) that was calibrated to 0 N before each test run. Attached to the load cell were three different platen tips of diameters 2, 6 and 24 mm. The 2 and 6 mm tips were built of MACOR ceramic (Corning) filleted cylinders while the 24 mm plate was aluminum. The 24 mm platen is used for the standard characterization method, while the other two tips were used in specific, additional experiments. Upon indentation, the silicone-elastomer substrates would sit atop a 10 mm thick piece of aluminum. An example indentation of one of the substrates is shown in Fig. 3 . For each compressive indentation, the indenter was run in displacement control at a rate of 0:5 mm/ sec to a terminal force of 1 N (or achieving a minimum 0.1 strain, if the substrate was stiff; typically this was no greater than 10 N). A 30 second wait time between repetitive runs allowed for consistent recovery of the materials. Note that preliminary analysis of preconditioning of the substrates showed minimal impact in successive indentations.
Data Analysis and Transformations
Absolute displacement of the compression platen in space (units meters) and force at the load cell (units Newtons) were sampled at a rate of 14 Hz with 27 samples per mm. These data were imported into Matlab Version 2017 (Mathworks, Natick, MA USA) for analysis. To set the point of platen to substrate contact, we used visual inspection to determine when force values consistently climbed above zero, and accordingly set displacement to zero. Data were then filtered with a 4th order Butterworth filter at a cut-off frequency 1/16 of the sampling rate.
The resultant force and displacement data were converted into nominal, as well as true stress and strain data. In converting to nominal stress and strain data, the following two equations were used where s is stress (units Pascal) and " is strain (dimensionless quantity). Note that the original cross-sectional area (as well as length and height) of a specimen are positive in tension. However, for the case herein involving compression, they are negative.
In Eqs. 1-2, terms s nom ; " nom stand for nominal stress and strain, F for force, A; A 0 for the original and deformed crosssectional area, l; l 0 for the original and deformed length.
True stress and strain were formulated as follows for the cases where they are calculated, assuming perfect incompressibility and frictionless contact, Eqs. 3-4. As well, they are formulated for cases where they are directly measured via visual camera, Eqs. 5-6. Regarding the latter point, however, we note that in this work only true stress was directly measured, true strain was not. Note that all compressive stresses and strains are shown as positive for convenience of plotting.
A linear Young's modulus (E) was fitted to each of the stress-strain curves. In particular, stress values between 0 and 0.1 strain (up to 10 percent deformation) were interpolated and a line was fit using least-squares regression. The slope of this line was used as the elastic modulus (units kPa).
In a redundant fashion, as a sanity check, modulus was also calculated using the material evaluation tool using ABAQUS finite element analysis software. As well, the Neo-Hookean material properties (C 10 , D 1 ) were extrapolated based on the derived initial shear modulus from Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio n. Note that we used n ¼ 0:499 then 4n ¼ 5:996 or approximately a value of 6 for the C 10 calculation, and the D 1 value was obtained via the intermediate variable of bulk modulus K.
Experiment 1: Initial Evaluation of Characterization Methodology
Evaluation of four silicone-elastomers. To test the characterization methodology initially, four substrates of siliconeelastomer were examined, which had been reported previously (Gerling, 2017). They had been poured with target moduli of about 18, 22, 120 and 150 kPa. Those initial estimates had been based upon different means of characterization, using spherical indentation [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] . These values span compliances both harder and softer than fingertip skin, which range from 42-130 kPa [19] , [20] . The substrates were made by use of silicone-elastomer (BJB Enterprises, TC-5005, Tustin, CA, USA) where the percentage of diluent controls their compliance, as reported in Table 1 . Substrate preparation followed that of Section 2.3. The 24 mm diameter platen was indented into the 10 mm diameter punch substrates (4 separate target compliance pours, 2 separate punches per pour, 3 indentation replications per punch).
FEA computational validation. We sought to verify the method's accuracy by using the measured material properties to predict the outcome of a separate indentation where a different indenter tip and substrate geometry were used. Therefore, models with two substrates and two indenter geometries were built. The first mimics the 10 mm diameter by 10 mm tall substrate and 24 mm diameter compression platen, and the second mimics a 38 mm diameter by 10 mm tall substrate and 6 mm diameter compression platen. Note that the geometry of the former follows the standard characterization methodology and the second was built to match a set of cylinders that had been used in prior study [12] , [28] .
The axisymmetric models and indenter tips were built in ABAQUS/CAE Version 6.14 (Dassault Syst emes, V elizyVillacoublay, France). For the 10 mm diameter substrate, a mesh was generated with 5,776 nodes and 5,625 elements of type CAX4RH (4-node bilinear axisymmetric quadrilateral, hybrid element, constant pressure, reduced integration, hourglass control). A penalty contact formulation was established between the platen tip and material substrate parts in the assembly to model friction. The right side of the model was unconstrained, and the centerline was constrained so that it could only move vertically upon compression. In separate simulations, the input data were derived from nominal stressstrain as well as true stress-strain. Both platen tips were modeled using analytical rigid bodies. The 24 mm diameter platen assumed a perfectly lubricated interface, while the 6 mm diameter tip assumed a frictional coefficient of 0.3 interface.
Visual tracking of cross-sectional area. Collected over the same time course as the force-displacement data, a video (1080p HD, 30 fps) was recorded using an iPhone Model 5S (Apple, Cupertino, CA USA) to capture the change in substrate radius over the compression. Positioned in the backdrop of the visual field was a ruler with a precision of 0.2 mm. Using the video footage, the time corresponding to the greatest visual displacement was aligned with the greatest force-displacement in the data file. The time of contact between the platen and the substrate was also noted. The difference between the time of contact and greatest displacement was divided by the number of data points taken over that period. Using this value as an increment, a timeline was extrapolated between the point of contact and final reading, which was related to the change in force and displacement. Five evenly-distributed times were chosen from the timeline in the file (time of contact, final time, and three between) and found in the video. At these points in the video, the radius of the substrate was read from the ruler in the background, and placed in a column, aligning with their times. Radius values were then filled between these measurements, once again by taking the difference between two measurements and dividing by the number of points between to create an increment of change. The resultant radius values were used to calculate the changing cross-sectional area of the substrate, and in turn true measured stress. Each of the eight substrates (two punches by four compliances) was tested in this way over three replications.
Experiment 2: Evaluation of the SiliconeElastomers Used in Prior Studies
The silicone-elastomers of prior works as identified in Figs. 1 and 2 were newly poured and tested [3] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [29] . Each was mixed according to the diluent percentages reported in Table 1 . In most cases we were able to acquire the identical brand, model, and parts of silicone-elastomer from the manufacturer as had been reported. However, in the case of LaMotte, 1995 and LaMotte, 2008, it was not possible to purchase these products [3] , [16] . Therefore, different silicone-elastomer materials were formulated as substitutes, such that their stiffness matched those as they had been reported under the methods those authors employed. The newly poured and previously reported materials and their stiffness values are reported in Table A1 . The original LaMotte, 2008 samples were also shipped to us for testing. In addition, Kappers, 2008 and 2009 used two different silicone-elastomers [17] , [18] . Only one was able to be purchased (grey dot in Fig. 2) . Several of the original samples used in those two papers were also shipped to us for testing and reported herein. These included a set representative of the full range of compliances used, with two from the 2008 paper and three from the 2009 paper. Unlike the siliconeelastomer replication we did for the LaMotte, 1995 and 2008 studies, we did not conduct a replication for those substrates of Kappers, 2008 and 2009. Basically, since the 1.0 cm thick stimuli in the LaMotte papers matched the thickness of our method, it was easy to find an already poured corresponding substrate or to pour a new one. However, the substrates in the Kappers papers were much thicker, making it challenging to find a substitute. In particular, it would require trial-anderror re-pours of different silicone-elastomers at the geometry they used to back-out a similar stiffness. Another important note is that a second set of substrates were formed for re-evaluating Gerling, 2017 [12] and 2018 [29] apart from those in Figs. 1 and 2.
RESULTS
Experiment 1: Initial Evaluation of Characterization Methodology
The characterization method was evaluated first in a constrained way using four silicone-elastomer compliances, with those results validated against finite element analysis. Evaluation of four silicone-elastomers. Resultant forcedisplacement data (six indentations per each of four substrate compliances) are shown in Fig. 4 . Corresponding nominal and true stress and strain are shown in Fig. 5 . It is of note that the four levels of compliance in the force-displacement data are separable from each other, given multiple indentations. The modulus values derived from true stress and strain data correspond more closely with the ABAQUS fits than do the nominal stress and strain data, while not requiring any more experimental setup but just one more equation, Table 4 . As well, the use of true stress and strain data yields a linear relationship over a larger range of strain. Given the two punches taken for each of four levels of compliance, we sought to estimate the between substrate consistency in modulus, Table 5 .
In addition, for purposes of reference and ground truth, we measured Sylgard 184 (Dow Corning, USA) which has been measured elsewhere. We found its nominal modulus to be 1260 kPa, within the bounds of the 1320 AE 70 kPa range published [30] .
FEA computational validation. Using ABAQUS in "nominal values" and "true values" simulations, both the nominal and true moduli derived from Fig. 5 and shown in Table 4 were separately input as material parameters into the computational model with the 24 mm diameter tip and 10 mm tall by 10 mm diameter substrate. The resultant analysis of this model and the force-displacement data it generated are compared to those as measured, Figs. 6A and 6B. When strains are small, the true and nominal strains are approximately equal (the nominal strain is the first order Taylor expansion of the true strain). This is to be expected since the data were derived from a substrate of similar geometry. The second procedure used the model with the 6 mm diameter tip and 10 mm tall by 38 mm diameter substrate. The results are shown in Figs. 6C and 6D. Likewise, the true and nominal strains were approximately equal and well approximated the case where we employed the geometry of a unique substrate and probe tip.
Visual tracking of cross-sectional area. While true stress and strain were calculated in the above two sections, by Eqs. 3 and 4, we additionally sought to perform direct measurements of the change in cross-sectional area and the resulting impact upon stress measurements as the substrates bowed outward during compression. The visual data to capture the changes to the cross-sectional area over time were used along with Eqn. 5 to calculate true stress, as shown in Fig. 7 . As is observable, accounting for the change in radius over time does linearize the data in a way similar to that achieved with the equations to attain the true stress -strain curve. Therefore, the modulus is nearly the same. That said, we did not modify nominal strain, but assumed homogeneous stress distributions.
Experiment 2: Evaluation of the Silicone-Elastomers Used in Prior Studies
Fig . 8 shows the measured modulus using the standard characterization method across the various stimuli recreated from the prior works noted. In comparing Fig. 8 with Fig. 2 one will note that the measured modulus values are much lower, and this is evidenced by the comparison of their values as a ratio in Fig. 9 . Overall, the revised modulus values are two to eleven times lower than values either reported directly and/or approximated from stiffness. We sought to ensure that the re-poured substrates well matched the originals, since small variance from the manufacturer or in creating the materials could lead to error. An experiment was conducted to compare a subset of stiffness values a) as reported in the original paper, b) upon our recreating of those substrates with newly poured silicone-elastomerand tested using the procedures used by each author, and c) in characterizing some of the original stimuli now at this later point in time. This was done for the LaMotte, 1995 and 2008, Kappers, 2009, and Drewing, 2009a papers. Fig. 10 gives the result of this experiment and shows that our replication of each of the stimuli closely match the original report values (compare black to grey dots). Interestingly, the data also show that those stimuli originally used in LaMotte, 2008 and Kappers, 2009 A plus 'þ' sign indicates that the same stimuli were used as reported in Birznieks, 2014. A caret '^' sign indicates that a stimuli of a different siliconeelastomer composition was used as a substitute for one that could not be acquired or is no longer produced. Note its validation was done in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10 ) from how they were originally reported.
Further Experiments to Highlight Problematic Techniques
Tip diameter and substrate thickness are particular experimental means that can influence material modulus, in addition to between punch and between pour variance. Experiment on tip diameter. Different tip sizes (0.6 cm and 2.4 cm diameter) were indented into the larger diameter substrates, 38 mm diameter by 10 mm tall to replicate others prior experiments [3] , [17] . Per Figs. 11 and A1 , the stressstrain curves and modulus differ significantly.
Experiment on substrate thickness. Using a 6 mm tip and the 38 mm diameter substrates at 10 mm thick as well as 5 cm thick of the same silicone material, an obvious difference is observable which impacts modulus, Fig. 12 .
Comparison between-punches and between-pours. Table 6 shows data comparing modulus values for the Gerling, 2017 and 2018 data in Exps. 1 and 2, and against the modulus previously reported using a spherical indentation procedure.
DISCUSSION
A standard way of describing the test stimuli used to study compliance perception is needed to compare the results of disparate investigations. Extending upon prior ASTM standards, this work formulates and then demonstrates a methodology for characterizing the elastic compliance of silicone-elastomers. The test method was verified and validated using both physical tests and computational modeling. Then, the method was employed for test stimuli recreated from eleven prior studies. The results indicate that the revised modulus estimates are 200-1,100 percent lower than modulus values either reported directly and/or approximated from reported stiffness. We note that the combined errors resulting from improper characterization techniques, or approximating modulus from stiffness, as detailed above may result in offsets of this magnitude. In addition, discrepancies of smaller magnitude can be reduced by measuring from multiple points (punches) of a sample of the same material, with multiple indentation replications per punch. By following these procedures, we find that modulus can be reliably and accurately estimated, and differentiated between test substrates that are near human perceptual discrimination thresholds.
Practical Implications and Materials Characterization Limits Relative to Perception
On the one hand, the prior modulus estimates in Fig. 9 are too high by about 200-1,100 percent when differences of 10-15 percent can be perceptually discriminable. This is a significant barrier to between-study comparison. On the other hand, the revised modulus estimates themselves are comparatively more similar to each other than anticipated, Fig. 8 . In particular, several of the studies' compliance values are softer than that of the finger pad skin, and many compliance values are directly comparable between studies.
Moving to a finer level of analysis, very small differences in modulus can be perceptually detectable, and our method can differentiate these. For example, Gerling, 2017 showed that two sets of stimuli that differ by only 13 and 6 kPa (as noted in Table 5 , "Average" comparing stimuli 1 with 2, and 3 with Note that there are six data points for the Kappers, 2009 substrates because the authors of that paper made estimates using two different characterization methods, and we followed similarly. Where applicable, gray lines connect the same stimuli. 4) were perceptually discriminable at a 75 percent threshold [12] . Given our procedure for estimating modulus, however, various sources of measurement error can exceed those differences, especially the 6 kPa difference between the two harder stimuli. Sources of measurement variance can be observed for a silicone-elastomer from mix-to-mix within a formulation, as well as from punch-to-punch within a mix, and replicationto-replication within a punch. Comparatively, for the worst case observed, mix-to-mix variance can be greater than 6 kPa where Table 6 indicates the average difference for stimulus 3 alone was 50 kPa ($30 percent of test substrate modulus). Likewise, replication-to-replication variance can be greater than 6 kPa where Table 5 indicates that for stimulus 4 its maximum value was 10 kPa greater than its mean ($10 percent of test substrate modulus). As well, the punch-to-punch variance can be greater than 6 kPa where Table 5 indicates that for stimulus 4 the difference between the averages of the two punches was 7 kPa. The stimuli used in Gerling, 2017 were found to be discriminable just above the 75 percent threshold, but not discriminable 100 percent of the time. They are, therefore, near perceptual limits. Given the exquisite sensitivity of our sense of touch it is not surprising that measurements using man-made equipment might encounter sensitivity issues before that point. That said, the defined procedure can still distinguish these two compliances, as long as the experimenter neither relies on just one punch per silicone-elastomer sample, nor a small number of replications. Importantly, we have noted that the variance in measurement can differ between mixes of silicone-elastomer pours done at the same formulations. The origin of the observed variance, noted in particular for stimulus 3 for Gerling, 2017, was likely that the two pours were from two distinct batches of silicone-elastomers from the manufacturer, or that the mixing parts in Exp. 1 had been unused on the shelf for a period of time perhaps over 6 months or a year, or that the test stimuli in Exp. 1 were measured one year after being poured while in Exp. 2 were measured about two weeks after being poured. This highlights the need to go beyond simply reporting mixing instructions (i.e., diluent percentages), but to report modulus. We suggest that mixing percentages might help inform an initial starting point, but that the substrate compliance cannot be reported by mixing percentages alone.
High Modulus Values Reported Previously
The majority of the 200-1,100 percent difference in reportedto-measured variance is tied to the use of non-standard characterization methods. In prior efforts, the compliance of the test substrates were often reported using the metric 'stiffness.' Stiffness is derived from force-displacement data and is highly dependent on diameter of the compression tip and the thickness of the substrate, as noted in Figs. 11 and 12. When these are converted to modulus, significant variation in modulus is introduced because our assumptions in stressstrain calculations no longer hold. In particular, we are able to assume uniform deformation of the 10 mm dia cylindrically shaped substrate directly beneath the 24 mm dia tip. However, in the case where the compression tip is smaller in diameter than the test sample, deformation not only is observed in the substrate material directly beneath the tip, but also in the surrounding area. Such deformation is highly non-uniform. As the indenter tip diameter increases, the edge effects around the tip expand in a non-linear fashion, and dominate reaction force at the tip. Inherent material properties, modulus instead of stiffness, must be separated from an object's external form of size and shape.
That said, there are clear reasons why one might want to report stiffness. For instance, if a silicone-elastomer is already poured into a specific geometry, perhaps as part of a built device, one may not want to take a punch and destroy the device. In this case, it would be advised to pour a second sample from the same batch of silicone-elastomer at the time of pouring the irregular geometry. Outside of that possibility, one could conduct a stiffness test along the lines reported in LaMotte, 1995 and use finite element modeling of an indentation experiment with rigid indenter tips to back out the material modulus through matching force-displacement data to that observed.
True Versus Nominal Modulus and Accuracy Extensions in Finite Element Modeling
We generated moduli based upon both nominal and true stress-strain data. The two were similar, Table 4 , but the true modulus was ultimately reported in Fig. 8 . The rationale was that a) true modulus is based upon linear stress and strain data which makes fitting the first 0.1 deformation more straightforward, b) true stress and strain curves well fit the results of the cross-sectional imaging experiments where the area increases with greater indentation depth, c) the FEA replication study worked well with either modulus, and d) true stress and strain are more fundamental physical quantities. We often use nominal values for convenience and those work well with small deformation. In contrast, for finite (large) deformations, often the case for soft objects, the material response would always be much more accurately characterized with true stress and strain. In this work, we employed an unconstrained compression approach. We had also considered a constrained approach, as it provides information on material compressibility, i.e., Poisson's ratio. However, we did not for two reasons. First, constrained compression is much more difficult to perform and requires a much higher precision in the fixture fabrication. For example, the clearance between the compression plate and the fixture should be small enough to constrain the specimen, but large enough to avoid friction between the compression plate and the fixture. As a consequence, the constrained tests would be less applicable to many researchers in the field. Second, we already know that most compliant stimuli used in the past are silicone-elastomers are near incompressible and have a Poisson's ratio very close to 0.5. This assumption is accurate enough for most cases in haptics, unless the use case has confined compression and bulk modulus would need to be separately measured.
Furthermore, the characterization method presented herein works well to characterize relatively simple polymer materials such as rubbers and elastomers. Indeed as Fig. 6 indicates, at low strains, the fits to the observed data are very good, and both nominal and true derived models are about equally good predictors. However, compared to true strain, we only used a small range of data in the nominal modulus fit model, and therefore the fit at the greater levels of strain likely suffers from extrapolation error. Furthermore in Fig. 7 when the small blunt tip is used, one can see that the initial nonlinear increase of force was not captured by the model. This could be due to the use of a Neo-Hookean model instead of a material model more complicated, e.g., Yeoh, Mooney-Rivlin or Ogden model. That said, by moving to more complicated material models, one increases complexity, i.e., there are more free variables to tune and justify. On the other hand, one might question why to use a Neo-Hookean instead of linear elasticity. This was done because unlike stiff objects such as steel, compliant objects usually undergo large deformations that cannot be neglected during structural analysis. For such analysis, linear material models are much less stable and will suffer from serious convergence issues during finite element analysis. By generalizing it to a hyperplastic Neo-Hookean model, we improved convergence behavior without adding new variables to introduce over-fitting.
In any event, for greater accuracy for complicated nonlinear material modeling, one would have to account for the heterogeneity and anisotropy of the material, straindependent Poisson's ratio, viscoelasticity and plasticity, among others. Such measurements are only possible with multi-axis force measurement devices with special-purpose fixtures, non-contact extensometers, and extensive inverse FE analysis. It seems impractical for a variety of researchers in the diverse field studying compliant interactions to have access to such equipment, expertise and time resources.
Time Related Changes in Silicone-Elastomer
Finally, the silicone-elastomers appear to be changing over time. For example, in Fig. 10 , a set of substrates formed in about 2008 was measured in 2017 for the Kappers, 2009 data, and as well the LaMotte, 2008 data. The stiffness of those test stimuli, measured now, have changed from values reported then. The test stimuli which were initially the hardest have appeared to soften. The reasons for such change could be related to their experimental usage of being compressed into people's fingers, but may as well be going through a natural material breakdown itself. This is a point that would need to be examined longitudinally. On a shorter time scale, we have typically waited one week after pouring our samples to take punches and test them, as we had informally noticed that this duration was required to ensure that the measurements were at a stable level.
